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October 2022 Newsletter
Rally Against Wall St. Timber | Mary Wood on Forests As Public Trust | Sign Our Petition!

Happy Autumn, North Coast Community!
This post-equinox season has been a busy one for NCCWP (North Coast
Communities for Watershed Protection), and we are so grateful to have you with
us!
On October 6, we teamed up with Sun Rise Movement PDX and other
environmental organizations in the Forest Climate Alliance to take a stand
against the irresponsible industrial forestry practices (clearcutting followed by
pesticide spraying) that are decimating Oregon's forested watersheds. These
practices are designed with the aim of maximizing profits for Wall Street
corporations (like TIAA and others) and providing payouts to corporate
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shareholders who are invested in Oregon timber companies such as GreenWood
Resources and Weyerhaeuser. The price of these practices is damage to the
health of our communities and an unliveable planet for future generations.

We live in a time of climate crisis that calls for urgent protections of our natural
surroundings if we want a liveable planet for future generations. This is why

no more logging and no
more spraying in our drinking watersheds, regardless
of land ownership.
NCCWP is proud to continue to advocate for

Thanks to the efforts of our volunteers, NCCWP recently had a booth at both the
Tillamook and Manzanita farmers markets. At both markets, we talked with many
people about our activities and received enthusiastic support. We signed up new
volunteers and gathered many signatures for our petition, “Stop Clearcutting,
Slash Burns and Pesticide Sprays Near Drinking Water Sources on the Oregon
Coast”.
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Join Our Free, Online Event: “Reclaiming Forests
and Waters as Public Trust” with acclaimed
Professor Mary Wood!
We are very excited to say
we’ve teamed up with Oregon
Shores Conservation Coalition
to co-host an upcoming
educational talk with Mary
Wood, the Philip H. Knight
Professor of Law at the
University of Oregon, the
Faculty Director of the law
school's nationally-acclaimed
Environmental and Natural
Resources Law Center, and the
author of “Nature’s Trust:
Environmental Law for a New
Ecological Age.” She will
speak on the concept of the
public trust as it relates to
coastal watersheds. This event
takes place on Monday,
October 17, at 6 p.m. It is free
and open to all!
Mary Wood will discuss how
natural resources that forests
provide belong to the public trust—including clean drinking water and breathable
air. Mary Wood is currently engaged with a research team applying the public
trust paradigm to Oregon forestlands. This effort aims to empower citizens with
principles to hold the government accountable for protecting the forest legacy of
our state.
REGISTER HERE FOR THE ZOOM EVENT WITH MARY WOOD!
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Reclaiming Our Rights to Public Trust
The extractive practices of industrial logging—including short rotations,
clearcutting and pesticide spraying—have already proven to wreak havoc on
forestlands, water, wildlife, and the health of too many community members. This
is unjust, since water and air rightfully belong to us, the people of the community.
They are part of the public trust, as
Professor Mary Wood detailed in a recent
talk given at Lewis & Clark College.
It is time to reclaim our public rights to
these most basic and sacred of
resources!
The following is an excerpt from a paper
Mary Wood published in The New Press
in 2020, which was a chapter in
“Democracy Unchained: How to Rebuild
Government for the People” (David Orr,
Bill Becker eds.):
Restoring Democracy:

Nature’s Trust, Human
Survival, and Constitutional
Fiduciary Governance
By Mary Christina Wood
While Americans cherish and champion democracy, they rarely associate it with ecology.
The overlooked truth is that democracy and ecological health are co-dependent. When
the government mismanages vital natural resources, it impoverishes society and drains
power from the people. The national context shifts slowly, almost imperceptibly—but
steadily nonetheless—toward environmental tyranny. As President Theodore Roosevelt
proclaimed, “conservation of all our natural resources (is) essentially democratic in spirit,
purpose and method.”
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The United States has codified more environmental laws than any other country in the
world. Laws such as the Clean Air Act, the Clean Water Act, the Endangered Species
Act, and the National Environmental Policy Act were passed nearly half a century ago,
when 20 million Americans took to the streets on Earth Day to protest environmental
destruction. However, those statutes obscure a dirty little secret today. The agencies
implementing them too often have stopped serving the public and instead use their
permitting authority to legalize the destruction the statutes were designed to prevent.
Congress gave environmental agencies breathtaking discretion in administering
environmental statutes on the assumption that officials would act on behalf of the public
interest. Industries lobby the agencies intensively to issue permits to bend the law in
their favor. Fully “captured” agencies serve the industries they are supposed to regulate.
Campaign contributions vastly exacerbate the problem. Presidents and governors often
appoint agency heads with loyalty to the industries that fund their campaigns. These
political appointees view the industries, rather than the public, as their clients. Politics
end up circumventing the law.
Now entire planetary life-support systems are unraveling, and the impacts are striking
communities with horrifying frequency and intensity. With climate change, for example,
warnings of tipping points, irreversible losses, and unpredictable cataclysmic planetary
changes are issued by the scientific community in growing alarm. Yet corporations
continue to devour our nation’s most essential resources, dump pollution into the
atmosphere, and destroy the planet’s vital carbon cycle—all pursuant to permits issued
by agencies. Elizabeth Kolbert writes in Field Notes from a Catastrophe, “It may seem
impossible to imagine that a technologically advanced society could choose, in essence,
to destroy itself, but that is what we are now in the process of doing.”
Environmental disruptions—including the loss of biodiversity, soil degradation and
deforestation—are so pervasive that small mitigation measures are futile. We need a
new era of environmental law and policy framed by the bedrock principles of the
government’s ecological obligations. Agency powers, expertise and revenues must be
directed away from destroying resources to building a regenerative economy, or, as
Hunter Lovins calls it, “an economy in service to life.” We must impose strict obligations
on governmental actors so that protection, not destruction, becomes the default mode of
regulation.
The principle to guide this transformation is already embedded in American law. It is the
public trust doctrine. Far older and more comprehensive than any statute, the doctrine is
rooted in Roman law and has informed legal systems worldwide. It designates the
government as a trustee of natural resources, including air, streams, wildlife, the sea,
and seashores—indeed all resources of “public concern”—with a strict fiduciary
responsibility to protect them for all citizens throughout time. The trust remains the
primary legal mechanism to carry out the Constitution’s promise to “secure the Blessings
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of Liberty to ourselves and our Posterity”—that is, our descendants. President Roosevelt
invoked the trust principle when he said, “Our duty to the whole, including the unborn
generations, begs us to restrain an unprincipled present-day minority from wasting the
heritage of these unborn generations.” The public trust governs for the endurance, rather
than the expiration, of the nation.
The principle is so fundamental that scholars have called it “the law’s DNA.” However,
although it has existed in the American legal system since the nation’s beginning, the
doctrine has slipped into legal dormancy, buried by an avalanche of modern
environmental regulations. Most agency regulators have never heard of the public trust
and remain unaware of their fiduciary obligations to protect public ecological assets.
Now, lawyers, citizens, judges, and regulators are unearthing these principles and
applying them to environmental controversies. The principles still exist in the law, ready
to be called to action against environmentally destructive regimes.

Elk of the North Oregon Coast. Photo courtesy of NCCWP.

Reframing Government: Nature’s Trust for the New Ecological Age
George Lakoff, the cognitive linguist who has written about the power of mental
frameworks, notes “Reframing is changing the way the public sees the world. It is
changing what counts as common sense.” We must reframe nature as an irreplaceable
ecological endowment, belonging in trust to all citizens throughout time. This framing
draws upon common property rights tracing back to Roman law’s Institutes of Justinian,
which declared: “By the law of nature these things are common to mankind—the air,
running water, the sea, and consequently the shores of the sea.”
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In American jurisprudence, such anciently recognized common ownership evolved into a
trust concept that limits the government’s ability to privatize crucial resources. A trust is a
unique form of property that splits the ownership of wealth between a trustee and a
beneficiary. The trustee controls the assets, but must manage them for the exclusive and
singular benefit of the beneficiary. In a public trust, courts designate the government, the
only enduring institution of society, as the trustee of crucial natural resources.
The trust protects against the consumption of the commonwealth by securing a
perpetual public property right in crucial natural resources. In the landmark U.S. public
trust case, Illinois Central Railroad v. Illinois, the U.S. Supreme Court held that a state
legislature did not have the power to convey the shoreline of Lake Michigan to a private
railroad company. The court ruled that the shoreline was a resource of great “public
concern” that must be held in trust for the people as a whole to serve public interests
(recognized then as fishing, navigation, and commerce). Conveying such an important
resource to a private party would “be a grievance which never could be long borne by a
free people.” To enforce this principle, courts prevent one set of legislators from wielding
so much power over ecology as to cripple future legislatures in meeting their citizens’
needs.
This is in marked contrast to the current social framework, which conceals the
public-property character of ecological resources, obscures the sovereign’s obligation to
manage them, and lulls the public into complacency. The government’s administration of
environmental law might serve a den of thieves, but the public perceives no theft
because it perceives that nature is not really owned by anyone. When the public ends up
on the losing side of environmental disputes, agencies explain it away as “political
reality.” The “political reality” delivers a potent tranquilizer to the public— after all, who
will argue with reality?—and becomes a self-serving truism defined and perpetuated by
those in power.
President Roosevelt invoked the public trust again when he stood at the rim of the Grand
Canyon in 1903 and declared: “We have gotten past the stage, my fellow citizens, when
we are to be pardoned if we treat any part of our country as something to be skinned for
two or three years for the use of the present generation, whether it is the forest, the
water, the scenery. Whatever it is, handle it so that your children’s children will get the
benefit of it.” The trust is a twin of democracy itself, based on the simple premise that
people grant power to their government, not the reverse. Citizens would never give the
government or private interests the power to impair resources crucial to their survival
and welfare, so they implicitly reserve unto themselves common property rights to these
vital assets. Because the social compact authorizing government incorporates this
understanding, the public trust is widely deemed an “attribute of sovereignty,” a
constitutive principle that government cannot shed or abdicate. In the words of one
federal court: “The trust is of such a nature that it can be held only by the sovereign, and
can only be destroyed by the destruction of the sovereign.” …
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Nature’s Trust: Fiduciary Governance and Ecological Legacy
In sum, environmental law came
unmoored from the expectations
that once anchored it. Through
the permitting system, modern
agencies use the statutes to
legalize the very harm they were
designed to prevent. Statutes
remain
necessary
as
administrative
tools,
but
time-tested fiduciary principles
enforceable against government
agencies must define the
boundaries of right and wrong.
The trust approach steers the
government away from oligarchy
and back toward democracy by imposing a basic duty to serve the citizen.
The primordial rights instilled by the trust have surfaced at epic times in history. They
forced the Magna Carta on the English monarchy in 1215 and propelled Mahatma
Gandhi’s great Salt March to the sea in 1930. Americans must assert those rights again
in defense of democracy, humanity, and all generations to come.
Beyond the legal and civic realm, the trust evokes a moral language. It taps a wellspring
of human understanding that remains instinctive, passion-bound, and deeply shared
among citizens of distant cultures. The same trust principles that flow through a judge’s
pen can be preached from a pulpit or spoken as the last words from a grandmother to
her grandchildren anywhere in the world—because the trust encompasses a moral
instruction to protect our children’s rightful legacy. This expectation transcends all
governments, cultures, and peoples on Earth.
Our moment in human history carries unfathomable importance. Actions taken over the
past few decades will reverberate far into the future as the consequences of an
ill-considered past. Guiding humanity to a safe ecological path becomes the most urgent
call on Earth, for it will determine how well—or even whether—humanity will survive on
the planet. The current generation’s work of protecting Earth’s ecological endowment
must revive the everlasting covenant that protects humanity’s future in trust

You can read the full paper here. Register to attend Mary Wood’s talk with
NCCWP October 17 here.
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The Society for Ecological Restoration recently made the following statement,
which sums up a lot of where NCCWP is coming from in the our advocacy:

“[R]estoration science and technologies for many ecosystems are still far
from achieving 100% recovery of biodiversity, ecosystem functioning, or
delivery of ecosystem services. This means that the promise of restoration
should never be invoked as a justification for destroying or damaging
existing ecosystems. Similarly, the potential to translocate rare species
into a restored or created habitat cannot and should not predicate the

”

destruction of existing intact habitat for that purpose.

Economist Ernie Niemi recently spoke with the NCCWP community on
the realities of the economics of the logging industry as it currently stands, and realistic
economic ways forward for our community that are not extractive and destructive. Niemi has
spent 40 years documenting the external costs of timber production in the Pacific Northwest
with a special focus on the impacts to timber workers, their families and their communities, as
well as impacts to other, non-timber sectors of the economy. You can watch the replay of his talk
here.
During his talk, Niemi spoke about the importance of soil and the microbiome to biodiversity and
the overall value of forests. There is more and more research showing the importance of soil to
the ecosystem. A paper was recently released in the journal Nature, “Defending Earth’s
Terrestrial Microbiome.” The following is the paper’s abstract:

Abstract
Microbial life represents the majority of Earth’s biodiversity. Across disparate disciplines from
medicine to forestry, scientists continue to discover how the microbiome drives essential,
macro-scale processes in plants, animals and entire ecosystems. Yet, there is an emerging
realization that Earth’s microbial biodiversity is under threat. Here we advocate for the
conservation and restoration of soil microbial life, as well as active incorporation of microbial
biodiversity into managed food and forest landscapes, with an emphasis on soil fungi. We
analyse 80 experiments to show that native soil microbiome restoration can accelerate plant
biomass production by 64% on average, across ecosystems. Enormous potential also exists
within managed landscapes, as agriculture and forestry are the dominant uses of land on
Earth. Along with improving and stabilizing yields, enhancing microbial biodiversity in
managed landscapes is a critical and underappreciated opportunity to build reservoirs, rather
than deserts, of microbial life across our planet. As markets emerge to engineer the
ecosystem microbiome, we can avert the mistakes of aboveground ecosystem management
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and avoid microbial monocultures of single high-performing microbial strains, which can
exacerbate ecosystem vulnerability to pathogens and extreme events. Harnessing the planet’s
breadth of microbial life has the potential to transform ecosystem management, but it requires
that we understand how to monitor and conserve the Earth’s microbiome.

Photo by Hillie Chan on Unsplash.

NCCWP Core Member Ron Byers’ Letter to the Editor
Published in the Tillamook Headlight Herald
For years, Tillamook County Commissioners and timber companies have opined about the
existence of a contract between the county and the state to maximize timber revenue on state
forest lands to the exclusion of other permanent values such as water, animals, and
recreation. The Oregon Court of Appeals ruled recently that no such contract exists, never
has, and directed the county’s case to be dismissed. When the counties appealed, the
Oregon Supreme Court refused to hear the appeal, making it clear that once the case got
before legal scholars, there was no case.
This puts to rest this effort by timber profiteers, and it shows the hypocrisy and greed by which
they operate. County Commissioner David Yamamoto and timber advocates lament that the
decision will have devastating economic effects on rural communities. So why don't they
support restoring the timber severance tax so rural counties can address the devastating
impacts of timber harvesting? Why not tax timber profits so those that bear the costs of
logging in our community are compensated? We used to!
Blaming the decision on liberal judges, Salem and a rural/urban divide is false. The divides
are actually between those who profit from more and more timber cutting, and those who want
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and need state forest lands for other things. Urban areas are not part of this except to the
extent they know that community resources like water, air and public lands need to be
managed for everyone, not one industry. Thank goodness, we have laws on the books, and
judges able to apply them regardless of political deceptions. Maybe a public trust doctrine is
coming to life to help us protect our living essentials.
I’m sorry that county taxpayers spent money on this far-fetched lawsuit, and that Tillamook
County Commissioners went along with it. It was always a loser, legally and economically. It
does show that if people here want to protect our drinking water, air, and places of recreation,
we can’t count on our current county commissioners. Given existing political gridlocks, our
only hope is for the court of public opinion to issue common sense ballot measures to address
our water and air, and our right to tax timber revenues to help offset the devastation caused by
today’s industrial logging practices in our coastal communities.
Let the People vote!
Ron Byers, Tillamook
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LNCT Honors Nancy Webster with Ferdun Conservation Award
By Phillip Blanton, LNCT Board member and former WCFPFW member

Photo by Matt Mills McKnight.

At the Lower Nehalem Community Trusts’s “Living Locally” gala in June, I had the honor of
introducing Nancy Webster as the recipient of our 2022 Ferdun Conservation Award, which we
present each year to a local citizen who exemplifies Gareth and Georgenne Ferdun’s spirit of
conservation and deep love of the North Coast. We wanted to bring attention to the work Nancy
has done with NCCWP, fighting to protect all watersheds in the state of Oregon that supply
drinking water. The community members who nominated Nancy for the Ferdun Conservation
Award wrote about her humility, empathy, and kindness: it’s important for people to know that,
too.
Since I was making the presentation, I also took the opportunity to highlight Nancy’s
persistence—persistence in an unbelievably frustrating context. I felt qualified because I
sampled that context briefly, twenty years ago, when my wife, Susan Tone, Chuck and Barbara
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McLaughlin, Don and Donna Osborne, and I formed Wheeler Citizens for Pesticide Free
Water—WCFPFW. Our goal: to convince Simpson Timber to wait, for a year at most, to spray
pesticides after they logged our domestic water source watershed. Just one year, until the wells
on Foss Road came on line.
So we attended regular meetings with local Simpson employees and ODF representatives. We
held a public meeting, circulated a petition, and rallied at Simpson’s office in Tillamook. We
contacted every agency we could think of, every elected official, everyone we thought might
help us appeal to Simpson’s sense of fairness, their desire to be considered a good neighbor.
We bit our tongues when they argued they were forced to spray, that the Forest Practices Act
tied their hands.
“But would it really hurt to wait a year?” we asked.
Simpson didn’t wait. They sprayed our domestic water source by hand, instead of by helicopter,
and considered that a major concession—and they made sure the decision didn’t set a
precedent for anybody else. According to an eyewitness, the workers weren’t wearing proper
protective equipment. Then again, they would’ve been hired by a contractor, not Simpson’s
direct responsibility.
When the regional water system came online, Wheeler no longer used surface water, and
WCFPFW lost its mission. Our impact had been indirect at best. Turns out Bill Mullen, Wheeler
business owner and off-and-on City Councilor, attended our public meeting and called someone
he knew at one of the Portland broadcast television stations. They sent a crew out, ran a short
piece on the evening news—and that appears to have turned some higher-up Simpson heads.
All those meetings with the local Simpson reps, and ODF? Eyewash, apparently.
I did that work for maybe a year. Nancy’s been doing it for ten years. That’s why
persistence to the traits Nancy’s Ferdun Conservation Award nominators listed.
presented the Ferdun Award, and Nancy heard about my Wheeler experience, she
point of assuring me that our efforts back then weren’t futile, because NCCWP had
WCFPFW’s work from long ago. Did I mention Nancy’s generous spirit?

I added
After I
made a
built on

The following is a note about the importance of red alder trees to the health of
our forests, by NCCWP’s founder Nancy Webster:
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The Superhero Alder Tree
By Nancy Webster

"The modern environmental justice movement understands that the health
of the planet and the well-being of people are connected."
-A quote from the Winter 2022 edition of YES! Magazine

“Alder Leaf” by artist Karen Small. Karen’s work is currently on display in the Manzanita Library
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Red alder trees can lead the way to a healthy forest. About 10 years ago, I asked a Bureau of
Land Management restoration forester and Rockaway Beach resident what we can do for Jetty
Creek. She said just let the Jetty Creek watershed grow back naturally. If this were done, red
alder would initially take over and shade out invasives such as Scotch broom. The native plants
would grow back, followed by the conifers. This would provide a healthy and biodiverse habitat.
Just let nature take charge!
The red alder is a deciduous tree native to the Oregon Coast. This tree has been much
maligned by current industrial forestry practices on both private and state forestland. After
clearcutting, tree plantations are usually sprayed with pesticides to rid the area of regenerating
red alder and other native plants.
This needs to be rethought. We need to look at the advantages of letting alder and other native
plants naturally grow back in degraded areas.
Alder is a pioneer species and it enriches the soil with nitrogen so other species can follow. It is
the first to regrow in areas that have been disturbed by
landslides, floods and clearcuts, thus stabilizing the
land. Importantly, during times of drought, alder groves
can serve as fire breaks, since these deciduous trees
are less flammable than conifers. Alder helps create
landscapes favorable for the growth of conifers.
Indeginous people had many uses for alder, ranging
from the medicinal to dyes. Let alder and our other
native plants grow! ☾

The following is a quote from the jacket of the
book, "A Trillion Trees: Restoring our Forest by
Trusting in Nature," by Fred Pearce, which
explains that deforestation is a major factor in
drought and global warming, and that tree
plantations are not working:

"Trees are essential, for nature and for
us: they keep our planet breathable,
make
the
rain,
and
sustain
biodiversity.
After
centuries
of
devastation, many forests around the world are recovering. Yet
others are fast approaching the tipping point beyond which life on
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earth will be irreparably changed. We can still undo the damage,
but planting more trees is not the answer. Instead, we need to
stop the destruction, listen to the people who have always lived in
forests, and stand back to let nature do the rest."
Please Sign and Help Share NCCWP’s Petition!
We have just launched a petition, “Stop Clearcutting, Slash Burns and Pesticide Sprays
Near Drinking Water Sources on the Oregon Coast” aimed at building momentum around
protecting our forests and drinking watersheds. Please sign the petition and share it with
everyone you know.
The aim of this petition is to garner support and spread awareness, because many people
throughout Oregon and around the nation are unaware of the impacts of current industrial
forestry practices in Oregon. Oregon has a reputation for being green and having healthy,
pristine forests and watersheds. Sadly, this is no longer the truth—not by a long shot. We want
the eyes of our local communities, as well as the eyes of the world, to turn towards our forests
and their watersheds. We aim to gather 10,000 signatures or more, and we will present the
petition to local & state elected officials, timber companies, and relevant agencies.

Netarts Bay clearcut. Photo courtesy of NCCWP.
We see this petition as a stepping stone toward a potential future ballot measure effort. This
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time around, anyone from anywhere can sign the petition, since this one will not be used toward
a ballot measure, but rather as an awareness campaign to turn on the pressure and begin to
create the needed sea change.
Please share it with your friends and family in other cities, states and countries! Our goal is to
spread awareness far and wide around what is happening on the Oregon Coast and
surrounding regions.

Infinite Growth
By Michael Edwards; Lincoln City

Photos by Michael Edwards. Author’s Note: The photos in this essay were taken east of Lincoln
City in Otis. If you've ever driven along Highway 18 from Grand Ronde to Lincoln City you'll
know about the “beauty strip” along the Van Duzer Corridor which masks the clearcuts behind it.
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The chain on my Craigslist special, 1996 Giant 650 Iguana mountain bike won't shift to the low
gear and my asthmatic lungs are in no condition to power up the steep gravel Road #23, so I
dismount the rusty purple and gold steed and trudge up the hill. Up on the ridgeline surrounded
by charred stumps, a big old Douglas fir stands alone. Sweating and breathing heavily because
of the smoke rolling in from the Valley, I lay the Iguana along the road and walk the final fifty
yards to the giant survivor, tripping over blackberry vines, one, two, three times.
Someday I'll get my eyes checked out, someday.
Sitting on a ghost-gray stump I eat my turkey sandwich. A dark-eyed junco flitting through the
brush interrupts the white noise of wind blowing over my ears. One of Big Doug's enormous
branches dangles and creaks. It's too quiet for a forest, but this isn't a forest, it's a timber
plantation. Think Iowa corn farm only with more rain and hills. Those Amazon boxes, extra fluffy
toilet paper and two by fours for Kim Kardashian's fifth home in Malibu have to come from
somewhere and these hills separating the Willamette Valley from the icy Pacific have been
blessed, or cursed, with the perfect combination of rich soil, abundant rainfall and mild
temperature to grow Douglas firs large enough for the saw blade in only 40 years time.
Like a full-immersion dip into the sea, the head jarring dive down the steep and rocky logging
road focuses the mind. Briefly, all of the mental clutter of the day and the last 47 years is
replaced by, "DON'T LET GO! SQUEEZE GRIPS HARDER! ROOT! BIG ROCK! LEFT! CLIFF!
RIGHT! WHAT JUST BROKE?" A few hundred yards from Highway 18, rocky Road #23 flattens
out into hard packed dirt, the heart slows and the path disappears into the shade of great
conifers, abundant birdsong and the drone of a diesel truck speeding 75 miles per hour in a 55
to the all-you-can-eat buffet and slot machines of the Chinook Winds Casino. In only a few pedal
strokes, the lovely emerald curtain is breached. For the last quarter mile, I cycle on the shoulder
of Highway 18, praying that the driver of the clunky RV rambling behind me isn't watching cat
videos. When a gap opens in the steady stream of traffic, I bolt like a frightened deer to my rusty
old Wrangler parked on the other side of 18. As I drink water and stretch, I read a regulatory
sign threatening potty breakers with fines for taking sticks from the picnic area paralleling the
Salmon River.
"My these Oregonians sure take environmental stewardship seriously. What time does that
buffet close?"
In our consumer-based society where the only good growth is infinite growth, America's dark
and stormy upper left corner is a big moneymaker for Wall Street investors and an elemental
part of our wonderful world of stuff. But, as government officials knew decades ago, the
externalities of our stuff-based religion are ugly, and the optimistic American family traveling
from Lake Oswego to their Bed and Breakfast in Lincoln City don't want to see stumps and
Christmas trees. They want to see a diorama version of what Oregon was, and not what it is.
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Epilogue: Did you know that according to the National Self Storage Association (yes, it is a
thing) has determined that about a quarter of the stuff that people pay $1,200 a year or more to
store, are items that "they do not need and do not want" and that this category of stored items is
a growing part of the self storage industry.
Know that the following message is to myself as much as it is to any of you: maybe we start
giving ourselves a "cooling off" period before making purchases. Give yourself a day, a week, a
month before you purchase an item. Ask yourself: "Do I need this item? Can I borrow this item
from a neighbor in exchange for a six pack? If this item breaks, will I be able to fix it? Can this
item be purchased on Craigslist? Am I buying this item because I am depressed, bored, or
wanting to show up my annoying neighbor? Do I need to wipe my ass with the highest quality
toilet paper in the world or will the recycled stuff do the job just fine?"
At some point our infinite growth model will butt up against the finite capacity of the planet, and
although the planet will endure and the ordered tree plantations will revert into forests, we
bipedal apes and our 174 different kinds of cell phone charging devices may not.
Michael is the creator and publisher of Salt & Stumps, an independently published booklet of
photographs, art and essays about the Oregon Coast's embattled forests. Look for the next
edition of Salt & Stumps which will be available by early November.

We Could REALLY Use Your Help - Please Reach Out to
Volunteer!
As always, we will need the help of our community to get the word out and create
a surge of momentum around our efforts in the coming months.
What we need most now are people willing to dedicate time and energy to
organizational tasks, petitioning and social media. (If you do not already, please
follow NCCWP on Instagram: @nccwatershedprotection).
GRANT WRITER(S): If you have grant writing experience we could use some
help writing grants to help us raise funds to expand the work we are doing.
VOLUNTEER COORDINATOR(S): Since we are seeing increased community
involvement with NCCWP, we could really use help from someone interested in
coordinating volunteers! This would involve emailing and calling folks, keeping
track of who is doing what, and reporting back to our core team!
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SOCIAL MEDIA STEWARDS: We are specifically looking for a dedicated social
media intern—or volunteer (whichever title suits you best)— to help us build our
social media presence so that we can reach more people with our messages. If
you have experience with growing social media platforms and/or are enthusiastic
about social media, please reach out directly to April Clark:
april.nccwp@gmail.com.
PETITION AWARENESS CAMPAIGN HELP: We are looking for people willing to
help us canvas in-person, door-to-door, at farmers markets, and possibly in front
of supermarkets. Please reach out if this is something you would be comfortable
and willing to help with in the coming months!
The aim of our current petition is to spread awareness of our cause
throughout—and beyond—our community, and begin to build a massive wave of
public support. We will present the petition to local and state elected officials and
relevant organizational leadership. If you haven’t yet, please sign our petition and
share it with your friends!
COMMUNITY / CAMPAIGN ORGANIZERS: We are also looking for a volunteer
or two with campaign organizing experience, who has time and energy to help
us with our awareness campaign, petition efforts, and beyond. Please reach out if
this is something you are interested in doing!
If you are interested in helping with any or all of the above volunteer priorities,
please email us directly: rockawaycitizen.water@gmail.com.
With love and gratitude,
NCCWP

North Coast Communities for Watershed Protection (formerly Rockaway Beach Citizens for
Watershed Protection) is a grassroots group working, through education and advocacy, for better
protections of the water we drink, the air we breathe, and the forests that sustain us.
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